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Geometry Relativity And The Fourth
So how come you feel only the pull of gravity? In 1915, Albert Einstein figured out the answer when he published his theory of general relativity. The reason gravity pulls you toward the ground is ...
Why does gravity pull us down and not up?
Jordan Ellenberg's new book Shape shows how geometry lies at the heart of everything – from artificial intelligence to predicting pandemics ...
Thinking beyond three dimensions: this mind-bending book will change how you see the world
But it’s also possible that out there, beyond the limits of what we see, the Universe is finite, either curved on some large scale and simply connected or even flat, but part of a multiply connected, ...
Why The Universe Probably Isn’t Shaped Like A Donut
To create the image of a jet pouring from a supermassive black hole, the team, including astronomers from the Max Planck Institute in Germany, had to pinpoint its location.
Incredible new photo of a supermassive black hole confirms that 'little' black holes act the same as the big ones
The most widely accepted model for the beginning of the universe suggests that the entirety of space and time were created by the Big Bang, an event that took place roughly 14 billion years ago (now ...
Death of the Universe: Will the Cosmos End in a Bounce or Crunch?
A century after publishing major papers in theoretical mathematics, German-born Emmy Noether continues to challenge and inspire mathematicians with her story and mathematical legacy.
Emmy Noether faced sexism and Nazism – 100 years later her contributions to ring theory still influence modern math
When Albert Einstein wrote an obituary for Emmy Noether in 1935, he described her as a "creative mathematical genius" who — despite "unselfish, significant work over a period of many years" — did not ...
Math genius Emmy Noether endured sexism and Nazism. 100 years later, her ideas still ring true.
Cloth, $24.95. THE TESSERACT IS a thriller. Novelist Alex Garland sets the opening scene in a seedy Manila hotel room, where a young, nervous, drug-dazed ship's officer prepares to meet a legendarily ...
Alex Garland's Sophomore Novel Is A Gripping Tale Of Urban Filipinos And The Fourth Dimension.
Into the arena she walked, a tall presence without trying to be a tall presence, and the Olympics had done again what the Olympics can do: They had presented the eyes with a first in-person glimpse of ...
Only at the Olympics can you stumble upon a charming badminton star
Two years ago, the Event Horizon Telescope gave us the first breathtaking image of the supermassive black hole at the centre of the M87 galaxy. Now, the same telescope has presented an unprecedentedly ...
We Just Got an Image of a Plasma Jet From Another Supermassive Black Hole, And Whoa
Press Democrat readers comment on fireworks, financial literacy, and more.
Monday’s Letters to the Editor
In Tokyo, it’ll be all about track spikes. Sure, the marathoners will be wearing new-generation shoes, but that technology is now well-known and available from a wide variety of shoe brands. It may ...
The Science of Track and Field’s New Super Spikes
The space you create in your bedroom could have a huge impact on your mental health, according to experts, and it's bad news if you work from your room or if your sleeping quarters are cluttered.
The bedroom styling mistakes to avoid for better mental health
Nidec Corporation ― the world's No.1 comprehensive motor manufacturer ― announced its first-quarter financial results and the mid-term strategic ...
Nidec announced its first-quarter financial results and the mid-term strategic goal Vision2025
This year, for the first time in a quarter of a century, Brenda Power has nobody going ‘back to school’ in her house and she's relieved.
Brenda Power: ‘My back-to-school days are finally over and I feel deeply relieved!’
Newly tapped fellows, book prizes, and other honors of note ...
Krieger School faculty in the news
Dodge zombies at a new VR experience. Attend Montreal's famous comedy fest — in L.A. Commemorate the life and death of Emmett Till. Eat your fill at a vegan food fest. Sip brûlée boba drinks and tiki ...
The Best Things To Do In LA And SoCal This Week: July 26 - 29
For the first time in almost 25 years Brenda Power won’t have children heading back-to-school, and she’s relieved to say the least… Just like the Christmas adverts, the ‘back to school’ offers seem to ...
Brenda Power: ‘My back-to-school days are finally over and I don’t miss them!’
The state has intensified investment in road projects around the city to unlock traffic jams. Traffic snarl-ups in the metropolis are estimated to cost the country Sh2 billion annually. Transport CS ...
State banks on bypasses, BRT and expressway to decongest city
At the booth of its Greek partner ELVO at DEFEA 2021, the Israeli company Plasan displays the last generation of its light mine-resistant tactical armored vehicle named Storm-Rider, a new member in ...
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